io8	THE FALL OF THE GERMAN REPUBLIC
Stresemann could now breathe freely; the enemies of the nation
were for the moment impotent. The French were still in the Ruhr
—they were not finally to leave till August 1924 after the suppler
Herriot had succeeded the stern formalist Poincare—but the Ruhr
was no longer a running sore. He took in hand the currency
question3 and, in spite of opposition and crises, stabilized the
mark at the cost of much misery and much loss. The credit for
stabilization has been often disputed, but whoever made the
technical arrangements, the credit of carrying them through belongs
to Stresemann alone. A minor economist could have told the
nation how to stabilize; it took a statesman of ruthless courage
to force the nation to cut its losses. The fall to the abyss was
stoutly arrested; from now onward Germany began the more
difficult and infinitely more painful process of ascent. He scored
a still greater success in foreign affairs. After much acrimonious
discussion among themselves, after a series of humiliating
checks, the Allies agreed in principle to a re-examination of
the whole question of reparations by experts, who were to
be economists and not politicians, in the light of Germany's
capacity to pay and her creditors' capacity to absorb. Enthusiastic
commentators described the decision as transferring reparations
and their undefined burden from the alien sphere of politics to
the true sphere of economics. That was nonsense, but politically
the step forward was a gigantic one.
After a series of victories brilliantly fought and hard won the
Stresemann government went on to its inevitable Waterloo^ for
notoriously there is never gratitude and there is seldom reflection
in politics. At the end of its hundred days of office it had saved
Germany at the cost of alienating every party—including the
chancellor's own—and every interest. The Socialist leaders
alarmed at the disaffection the economic measures were causing
among their adherents had already left the government. Now
a minority cabinet it was at the mercy of faction. Stresemann
was not the type of statesman who will stand eternal wrangling,
pettifogging opposition, and multiplicity of combination. Exas-
perated and exhausted, he asked the Reichstag finally for a
definite vote of confidence; the critics dared not refuse so plain

